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My background 
•  Research in Human-Computer Interaction since 

1982 
•  Participatory Design (The Scandinavian 

tradition – UTOPIA) 



The eGov+ project 
•  Improving interaction between citizens and 

municipalities through Web 2.0 (and beyond) 
– Human-Computer Interaction and Computer 

Supported collaboration 
– Web technology 
– Management and implementation 
– Design methods 

•  Interdisciplinary research 
•  Three design cases of which I focus on: 
– The parental leave case 
– Mobile democracy 



The state of Denmark 
•  Municipal web services NOT used 
•  Citizen centered municipal services  
– The citizen!  
– Service 



Web 2.0 
•  User produced contents 
•  Open information for everybody 
e.g. Amazon.com 

Web 2.0 promises:  
“Build applications that harness network effects to get 

better the more people use them,”   
“ Don't treat software as an artifact, but as a process of 

engagement with your users,”   
“Open your data and services for re-use by others, and re-

use the data and services of others whenever possible “  



Community technology 
•  Facebook 
•  Twitter 
•  FixMyStreet 
•  PatientsLikeMe 
•  Pokémon Go 



eGovernance 
•  Mainly focused on internal processes in e.g. 

municipality 
– Workflows 
– Central web maintenance 

•  Rather than on the interface between citizens and 
municipality 

This leads to  
–  help for citizens happening in sep. systems, e.g. on the 

phone or through interactive guides, and  
–  citizens helping each other outside the municipal system 



eDemocracy 
•  De Cindio and Peraboni (2009): politicians and 

public stakeholders fail to take electronic 
possibilities seriously - hurdle for on-line 
democratic deliberations.  

•  Election machines and campaigns. 
 



Big/public/open data 
•  Understandability 
•  Formats 



Web 2.0 and citizens 
Where web 2.0 point to a number of possibilities 
for participation and bottom-up communities, 
Schuler points out that so far it has mainly been 
commercial actors benefitting from the results. 
 



The methodological toolbox 
•  In-situ interviews and observations 
•  Hands-on experience 
•  Prototypes, iteration 



Participatory design and citizens 
From participatory design in work settings 
To participation among users in everyday life 

      in ad-hoc communities 
 

      Work with both civil servants 
      and citizens 

 
..og arrangerer et offentligt møde 
for at diskutere de bedste foreslag

-----------------
---------
------------

Kommunen har et problem..
Planlæggeren markerer alle 
byggegrundende på et kort

General Møller ser opslaget og 
får en idé..

men Hanne har en anden idé..
Planlæggeren gennemser nu alle 
foreslagene

Jeg kunne nu godt 
tænke mig at det blev 

brugt i den lokale park

Hvad skal vi 
gøre med al 

den her grus?!

Vi kan ikke 
bare smide 

den ud!

Vi kunne godt 
bruge det grus 

i vores lejr!



Parental leave planning 
•  An exploratory design process regarding 

planning, advising and control of parental leave 
•  Interviews, observations with groups of citizens 

and with caseworkers 
•  Prototypes to construct concrete alternatives and 

probe the context 



Parental leave 

•  Both the mother and father can share the leave 
•  Coordination with the municipality and the employers 
•  Exchange of experiences in complicated network of 

friends, relatives, unions, etc. 
•  Leave can be taken over a 9-year time span! 

 
       Collaborators change over time   
     

•     



Sharing experiences and procedures 
•  … what did others do? 
•  … typical life situations have typical “problem 

complexes” 
•  … sharing incomplete documents 
 



What is needed? 
•  A process description generalizing several cases 

(but not necessarily automatically) 
•  A pattern that applies but does not necessarily 

enforce a certain behavior 
•  Visualization of process with connected 

documents, decision points etc. 



CaseLines 



Putting CaseLine in the middle 
•  Planning and controlling in one? 
•  Plug-ins by e.g. labor unions or big employers? 
•  Will municipalities learn how to host such 

solutions? Control & management of municipal 
websites 

•  Will citizens make the effort to share and with 
whom? (e.g. Facebook groups?) 



Design method challenges 
•  Two different groups of users 
•  Prototyping and interviews with farting babies 
•  Prototyping across the boundaries  



A different kind of case – Mobile 
democracy 

Municipal planning 
 
Working with  
community groups 
 
Being out there 
	



Methods 
•  Workshops 
•  Walkshops 
•  Personas 
•  Moodboards 

Registering on mobileDemocracy

Claus registers on the website mobileDemocracy. First he is asked whether the site can use his CPR 

number to collect personal data. The site service uses the data to adapt to Claus‘ specific situation. 

Claus allows this and the site presents him with the information gathered (age, address, place of 

work, etc). Claus fills in additional information in an adaptive form generated by the site. The form 

includes information that has proved to be important to other user’s interest in the site. Claus is now 

asked to provide information about two levels of interest: geographic areas and conceptual interests. 

On a map Claus draws a circle around his family’s home, his place of work, his kids daycare, and the 

forest where runs every Sunday. He then choses some conceptual interests from a list, and adds a 

couple of his own: preservation of nature, infrastructure, democratic influence, and maintaining the 

village community. Finally Claus is asked how he would like to be notified of possible interesting issues 

and how often. Claus chooses mobile “text message on mobile”, “email”, and “no more than once a 

day”.

Gradual adaption

During the next couple of weeks mobileDemocracy suggests issues of interest related to the 

municipal plan. Claus does not care about most of them like the partitioning of land in the industry 

district and changes to the local bus plan, so he clicks the “not interested” button. However, the 

messages gradually become more and more interesting.  After two weeks Claus only rarely hears 

from the site and when he does the issues are always interesting enough for Claus to at least spend 

the time reading the articles related to the issues. But he still does not want to bother with taking 

action. 

Democratic Action

One day, while out on his Sunday run, his mobile goes off in his pocket. A message from 

mobileDemocracy makes him aware that the nature playground in the woods often visited by kinder 

gardens and schools is planned to be moved to a spot inside the city to make room for a forestation 

factory. Claus immediately takes a picture with his mobile and continues his run. Once home, Claus 

uploads the picture to the issue on mobileDemocracy and writes a short statement. He shares it on 

mobileDemocracy and Twitter. He also prints it out from the website and hangs it in the local grocery 

store with a written link to the article. Within a week 27 people have commented on the issue and 24 

expressed  their support of the protection of the playground. 

       

mobileDemocracy
Adaptability Scenario



Discussions of National Park 

!
!

!

Commenting as you go? 
Planners-citizens? 
Critical mass issues and prototype evaluation 
	



What did we learn? - Participation 
•  The projects 
– Lot of interest in timeline-based collaboration  
– Still way to go to make citizens more active in urban 

planning 

•  The municipalities 
•  The national and international agenda 



What did we learn? - Participation 
•  The projects 
•  The municipalities 
– Organizational issues e.g. control over website 

internally 
– Willingness to share information that may not be 

“correct” 
– One look and feel/one size fits all 

•  The national and international agenda 



What did we learn? - Participation 
•  The projects 
•  The municipalities 
•  The national and international agenda 
– Changing focus to collaboration/community rather 

than “the citizen” 
– Possible need to change legislation to make public 

web material shareable/changeable by non-gov. 
stakeholders 



What did we learn?  
– Design process 

•  Many critical mass issues in identifying and 
working with non-work stakeholders 
– Groups work better than individuals 
– Momentum in prototype evaluation 

•  Crossing boundaries of work and non-work: 
methods needed! Personas need to be rethought 
(PDC 2012) 

•  Mock-ups, prototypes and hands-on experience 
still needed 



Where are we heading? 
•  Public data (Foundata) 
•  Communities – platforms for citizens – beyond 

Facebook (some of the most recent PIT 
research) 


